
GUAXS 
 
ABOUT 
GUAXS is a family-based German company that focuses on creating high-quality interior 
design objects and lighting. The inspiration for our work is derived from the intense 
engagement with different cultures and the tracing of their shared characteristics from 
ancient to modern times. In conformity with this operating principle, GUAXS aims for the 
maintenance of craftsmanship and its local tradition. 
 
All of these aspects are implemented into contemporary design. At GUAXS, designers and 
craftsmen produce valuable objects that are created to last. Hence, we only use 
sustainable materials such as glass, metal, wood and natural stone, which all have a long-
established craft tradition. 
 
According to our previous designs, each GUAXS object is produced in exclusive family-
owned handicraft factories. There, it receives the unique style GUAXS objects are famous 
for. 
 
DESIGN 
At GUAXS we try to develop sculptural objects, that change the atmosphere of a room and 
have an effect on the people around them. We draw our inspiration from forms of nature 
and cultural artefacts, always influenced by personal experience gathered on travels, 
intuition and close observation. Our objects are made of authentic and sustainable 
materials, manufactured by hand following practical knowledge and handicraft 
techniques developed over centuries. Each piece shows the variable traces of human work 
on its surface, creating interplay between sculptural form and texture. More specifically, the 
design of our glass objects combines these aspects with a nuanced and strong color 
impression, leading to a smooth and natural appearance. This allows them to integrate well 
into any architecture, while remaining something special and magic at the same time. 
 
GLASS 
GUAXS glass is processed in small, exclusive factories which are specialized in producing 
small editions for international artists and designers. The craftsmen usually work as a team. In 
order to be successful, the teams need a high degree of skill and experience, but also 
coordination and physical strength. 
 
After a metal form has been prepared in several different stages, the process of blowing the 
glass can begin. In the first instance, each worker uses a blow pipe to collect a certain 
amount of glass – depending on the size of the object – out of the kiln. Further preparatory 
steps follow before the glassblower blows the hot substance into the metal form. Due to the 
sophisticated and characteristic forms that are the GUAXS trademark, this task can only be 
performed by qualified craftsmen. 
 
When the work piece has gradually cooled down after a few days, the different phases of 
cutting and polishing ensue. In several complex and meticulous steps the glass surface is 
worked on and finished by hand. 
 
Thus, the object receives its individual structure and its distinctive, unique GUAXS character. 
Every single form is a true masterpiece of craftsmanship. 


